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This document is digitally signed using Penneo.com. The digital signature data 
within the document is secured and validated by the computed hash value of the 
original document. The document is locked and timestamped with a certificate from 
a trusted third party. All cryptographic evidence is embedded within this PDF, for 
future validation if necessary.

How to verify the originality of this document
This document is protected by an Adobe CDS certificate. When you open the

document in Adobe Reader, you should see, that the document is certified by 
Penneo e-signature service <penneo@penneo.com>. This guarantees that 
the contents of the document have not been changed. 

You can verify the cryptographic evidence within this document using the 
Penneo validator, which can be found at https://penneo.com/validator

The signatures in this document are legally binding. The document is signed using Penneo™ secure digital 
signature. The identity of the signers has been recorded, and are listed below.

“By my signature I confirm all dates and content in this document.”

Inger-Margrethe Stavdal Paulsen
Leder
Serial number: 9578-5997-4-370628
IP: 84.213.xxx.xxx
2024-02-27 11:40:30 UTC

Leif Richard Bårdsen
Kasserer
Serial number: UN:NO-9578-5999-4-1683029
IP: 88.90.xxx.xxx
2024-02-27 13:06:11 UTC

Andreas Henden
Styremedlem
Serial number: UN:NO-9578-5999-4-816126
IP: 62.92.xxx.xxx
2024-02-27 14:06:20 UTC

Mari Kristine Melheim
Sekretær
Serial number: UN:NO-9578-5993-4-4379450
IP: 77.18.xxx.xxx
2024-02-27 14:28:44 UTC

Maren Rognaldsen
Styremedlem
Serial number: UN:NO-9578-5999-4-1999450
IP: 85.166.xxx.xxx
2024-02-27 17:33:34 UTC

Lars Nesset Romundstad
Nestleder
Serial number: UN:NO-9578-5999-4-3158605
IP: 84.208.xxx.xxx
2024-02-27 19:59:12 UTC
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                    Declaration and consent
                

                
                    
                        With my signature I accept the content and all dates in the following documents, identified by their document key and cryptographic hash value.
                    

                    
                        I accept, that my full name, my current IP address and my public certificate is digitally saved and stored, with the purpose of proving the validity of the signature.                    

                    
                        The information will be embedded in the signature and will thus be available for everyone who has access to the signed material.
                    

                    
                        Further, with my signature I accept the End User License Agreement (EULA) in force at any time for the use of Penneo Digital Signature Platform: https://penneo.com/eula                    
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 ========================= ================================= ================= ==================================================================================================== 
  Time                      Name                              IP                Activity                                                                                            
 ========================= ================================= ================= ==================================================================================================== 
  2024-02-27 11:38:00 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    The document was created                                                                            
  2024-02-27 11:38:02 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    A signing link was activated for "Lars Nesset Romundstad"                                           
  2024-02-27 11:38:02 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    A signing link was activated for "Leif Richard Bårdsen"                                             
  2024-02-27 11:38:02 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    A signing link was activated for "Inger-Margrethe Stavdal Paulsen"                                  
  2024-02-27 11:38:02 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    A signing link was activated for "Maren Rognaldsen"                                                 
  2024-02-27 11:38:02 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    A signing link was activated for "Andreas Henden"                                                   
  2024-02-27 11:38:02 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    A signing link was activated for "Mari Kristine Melheim"                                            
  2024-02-27 11:38:03 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx   A signing request email was sent to "Lars Nesset Romundstad" at "lars@nfoi.no"                      
  2024-02-27 11:38:03 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx   A signing request email was sent to "Leif Richard Bårdsen" at "leif@nfoi.no"                        
  2024-02-27 11:38:04 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx   A signing request email was sent to "Inger-Margrethe Stavdal Paulsen" at "inger-margrethe@nfoi.no"  
  2024-02-27 11:38:04 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx   A signing request email was sent to "Maren Rognaldsen" at "maren@nfoi.no"                           
  2024-02-27 11:38:04 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx   A signing request email was sent to "Andreas Henden" at "andreas@nfoi.no"                           
  2024-02-27 11:38:04 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx   A signing request email was sent to "Mari Kristine Melheim" at "kristine03@hotmail.no"              
  2024-02-27 11:39:30 UTC   Inger-Margrethe Stavdal Paulsen   84.213.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 11:39:36 UTC   Penneo system                     84.213.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 11:39:36 UTC   Inger-Margrethe Stavdal Paulsen   84.213.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed by the signer                                                               
  2024-02-27 11:40:30 UTC   Inger-Margrethe Stavdal Paulsen   84.213.xxx.xxx    The signer signed the document as Leder                                                             
  2024-02-27 11:44:28 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 11:44:29 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 11:44:39 UTC   Petter Hebnes Røssevold           188.95.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 12:10:32 UTC   Andreas Henden                    172.226.xxx.xxx   The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 13:03:42 UTC   Leif Richard Bårdsen              104.28.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 13:03:51 UTC   Penneo system                     88.90.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 13:03:51 UTC   Leif Richard Bårdsen              88.90.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed by the signer                                                               
  2024-02-27 13:06:11 UTC   Leif Richard Bårdsen              88.90.xxx.xxx     The signer signed the document as Kasserer                                                          
  2024-02-27 14:03:40 UTC   Maren Rognaldsen                  77.16.xxx.xxx     The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 14:03:40 UTC   Maren Rognaldsen                  77.16.xxx.xxx     The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 14:03:45 UTC   Andreas Henden                    104.28.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 14:03:54 UTC   Penneo system                     62.92.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 14:03:54 UTC   Andreas Henden                    62.92.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed by the signer                                                               
  2024-02-27 14:05:07 UTC   Penneo system                     62.92.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 14:06:20 UTC   Andreas Henden                    62.92.xxx.xxx     The signer signed the document as Styremedlem                                                       
  2024-02-27 14:27:43 UTC   Penneo system                     77.18.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 14:27:43 UTC   Mari Kristine Melheim             77.18.xxx.xxx     The document was viewed by the signer                                                               
  2024-02-27 14:28:44 UTC   Mari Kristine Melheim             77.18.xxx.xxx     The signer signed the document as Sekretær                                                          
  2024-02-27 17:32:13 UTC   Maren Rognaldsen                  85.166.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 17:32:13 UTC   Maren Rognaldsen                  85.166.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 17:32:18 UTC   Maren Rognaldsen                  85.166.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed by the signer                                                               
  2024-02-27 17:32:19 UTC   Penneo system                     85.166.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 17:33:34 UTC   Maren Rognaldsen                  85.166.xxx.xxx    The signer signed the document as Styremedlem                                                       
  2024-02-27 19:58:27 UTC   Lars Nesset Romundstad            84.208.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 19:58:28 UTC   Lars Nesset Romundstad            84.208.xxx.xxx    The signing request email was opened by the signer                                                  
  2024-02-27 19:58:33 UTC   Penneo system                     84.208.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed                                                                             
  2024-02-27 19:58:33 UTC   Lars Nesset Romundstad            84.208.xxx.xxx    The document was viewed by the signer                                                               
  2024-02-27 19:59:12 UTC   Penneo system                     84.208.xxx.xxx    The document signing process was completed                                                          
  2024-02-27 19:59:13 UTC   Lars Nesset Romundstad            84.208.xxx.xxx    The signer signed the document as Nestleder                                                         
 ========================= ================================= ================= ==================================================================================================== 
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